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Inertial focusing of spherical particles in
rectangular microchannels over a wide
range of Reynolds numbers†

Chao Liu,a Guoqing Hu,*a Xingyu Jiangb and Jiashu Sun*b

Inertial microfluidics has emerged as an important tool for manipulating particles and cells. For a better

design of inertial microfluidic devices, we conduct 3D direct numerical simulations (DNS) and experiments

to determine the complicated dependence of focusing behaviour on the particle size, channel aspect ratio,

and channel Reynolds number. We find that the well-known focusing of the particles at the two centers of

the long channel walls occurs at a relatively low Reynolds number, whereas additional stable equilibrium

positions emerge close to the short walls with increasing Reynolds number. Based on the numerically cal-

culated trajectories of particles, we propose a two-stage particle migration which is consistent with experi-

mental observations. We further present a general criterion to secure good focusing of particles for high

flow rates. This work thus provides physical insight into the multiplex focusing of particles in rectangular

microchannels with different geometries and Reynolds numbers, and paves the way for efficiently design-

ing inertial microfluidic devices.
Introduction

Microfluidic techniques are effective tools for manipulation
and detection of particles or cells. Many active techniques
resorting to external fields for bioparticle separation/manipu-
lation have been developed, such as dielectrophoresis,1–3

magnetophoresis,4 acoustophoresis5,6 and so on. Recently,
inertial focusing has been intensively involved in the
separation,7–14 focusing,7,15–18 filtration,10,19–23 enrichment,12,24,25

and hydrodynamic stretching26,27 of particles or cells for
biochemical, environmental and biomedicine applications.
Due to the intrinsically increasing intensity with the flow
velocity, inertial microfluidic devices work passively at a high
throughput. Inertial microfluidic devices can employ various
channel structures for different functions. Straight channels
with fine-tuned aspect ratios14,22,28 or microstructures15,18,29

are frequently used as particle focusers by reducing the focus-
ing positions. Straight channels have the best parallelizability
and the simplest design rules among all structure types.
Expansion–contraction,11,30,31 serpentine,7,9,10 and spiral
channels12,13,32–34 are widely employed for particle/cell
separation and sorting: the structure can be finely engineered
to achieve a balance between the drag force from the structure-
induced secondary flows and the inertial lift, making particles
occupy size-dependent equilibrium positions. Previously our
group successfully demonstrated the inertial focusing and sep-
aration of particles and circulating tumor cells (CTCs) using
double spiral microchannels in a label-free manner with high
separation efficiency and throughput.12,13 Despite the intense
attention on the devices and applications, some fundamental
issues of inertial focusing, e.g., the number and stability of
equilibrium positions, remain to be elucidated for efficient
designing of inertial microfluidic devices.

Inertial focusing was initially discovered in a macroscale
tube flow by Segré and Silberberg.35 Particles can counterin-
tuitively migrate across streamlines to specific equilibrium
positions in a finite Reynolds number shear flow, resulting
from the nonlinear effect of fluid inertia.36–40 Briefly, the
inertial migration is attributed to a balance of two effects: (1)
the shear-gradient-induced lift arising from the curvature of
the Poiseuille flow that drives the particle towards the wall,
and (2) the wall-induced lift that pushes the particle away
from the wall.

Microchannels fabricated by the planar soft-lithography
methods commonly have square or rectangular cross-sections.
In contrast to a tube flow, in which the focusing of particles
can be explained by the sole force balance in the radial direc-
tion,41 the particles in square and rectangular microfluidic
channels behave in a more complicated manner.19,21,42–45 In
square microchannels, four or eight equilibrium positions
oyal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 1 (a) The schematics of the system and the set of the coordinate
system. (b) The overlapping grid for a sphere in a rectangular
microchannel consists of four component grids: the Cartesian grids for
the channel (black), the body fitted grids for the sphere (red) and the
grids for two poles (green and blue). (c) Streamlines in the y = 0 plane
around the particle with κ = 0.3 at Re = 100 (in the reference frame
fixed to the particle center).
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have been observed at various values of blockage ratio
κ (κ = a/H, where a is the particle diameter and H is the chan-
nel height) and Reynolds number Re (Re = ρfUmaxH/μ, where
Umax is the maximum channel velocity, ρf is the fluid density
and μ is the dynamic viscosity).19,21,44,45 In rectangular micro-
channels, many research groups have reported two equilib-
rium positions centered at the two long walls when the aspect
ratio AR (AR = W/H, where W is the channel width) highly
deviates from the unity.22,25,28,42,43,46–48 This reduction of
equilibrium position compared with square microchannels
makes rectangular microchannels widely employed in particle
focusing and separation. However, six or even eight positions
have also been observed in rectangular microchannels with
similar AR.19,21 Such inconsistency indicates a lack of clear
understanding of the focusing mechanism in rectangular
microchannels.

To investigate the mechanism of the particle migration/
focusing, several research groups performed analytical stud-
ies based on the perturbation methods.37–40,46,49–51 The iner-
tial lift on the particle in a Poiseuille flow can be scaled as
follows:38–40

FL = CLρfUmaxa
2κ2 (1)

where CL is a nondimensional lift coefficient. Asmolov calcu-
lated the lift forces on a particle in a planar Poiseuille flow
with Re up to 3000,40 showing that the equilibrium position
shifts closer to the wall with increasing Re, which qualita-
tively agrees with the existing experimental results for both
square42,45 and circular52,53 microchannels. However, apply-
ing these analytical results to practical applications is still
difficult. The point-particle model (κ ≪ 1) induces quite a
large deviation for the particle with the same dimensional
scale of the microchannel cross-section. Moreover, a planar
Poiseuille flow model leads to zero forces in the perpendicu-
lar direction, whereas the lift force is a two-component vector
in nature.

Direct numerical simulations (DNS) are able to relieve the
restrictions of κ ≪ 1 encountered in the perturbation
theories.41,44,47,54–56 By conducting 3D DNS, Yang et al.
obtained the lift forces on a sphere in a tube flow.41 The lift
force at higher Re indicates two equilibria along the radial
direction, which is consistent with the experimental observa-
tion of two rings in a tube flow by Matas et al.52 Using lattice
Boltzmann methods, Chun et al. found eight equilibrium
positions in square channels at Re = 100,44 which is similar
to the experimental observation by Bhagat et al.19 Di Carlo et al.
numerically determined complicated scaling for the inertial
lift force: FL ∝ ρfUmax

2a3/H near the channel center,
whereas FL ∝ ρfUmax

2a6/H3 near the channel wall. Zhou et al.
experimentally showed that the rotation-induced forces play
an important role in particle migration toward the centers of
the long walls in microchannels with high AR.57 However,
the rotation-induced force is always directed toward the
center of the channel walls, and thus cannot explain the mul-
tiple equilibrium positions near the long walls. Gossett et al.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
numerically investigated the inertial migration of particles at
Re = 80 in a microchannel with AR = 2.28 They found two sta-
ble equilibrium positions centered at the long walls and two
unstable ones centered at the short walls, which is consistent
with the existing experimental observation of focusing at the
centers of the long walls. This research focuses on applica-
tion and only performs the simulation for a single Re.

To better understand the mechanism of the inertial focus-
ing behavior, we conduct 3D DNS and experiments to investi-
gate the inertial migration of neutrally buoyant particles in
microchannels within a wide parameter space. The equilib-
rium position can be classified into three types—stable,
unstable or sub-stable depending on κ, AR and Re. By
establishing the connection between the transformation of
focusing patterns and the stability of equilibrium, we conse-
quently eliminate the inconsistency among existing studies.
Two mechanisms are further presented to explain the change
of focusing behaviors in rectangular channels: stabilization
of the originally unstable equilibrium positions near the cen-
ters of the short wall with increasing Re and the emergence
of new equilibrium positions due to the dramatic change
of the lift force profile near the long wall. Finally, we present
a critical Reynolds number, Rec, which is a function of
AR and κ, to secure reduced focusing positions in rectangular
microchannels.

Methods
Numerical models

The schematics in Fig. 1(a) shows that a rigid spherical parti-
cle with a diameter a is suspended in a rectangular Poiseuille
Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1168–1177 | 1169
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flow. The origin of the coordinate system is located at the
center of the channel inlet. The x-, y- and z-coordinates repre-
sent the main flow direction and the short and long axes of
the cross-section, respectively.

The general function of the lift force on a neutrally buoyant
particle in rectangular channels can be written as

FL = F(a, y, z, H, W, Umax, η, ρf) (2)

Among the eight parameters, H, Umax and ρf are used to
nondimensionalize the system. According to the Buckingham
pi theorem,58 the general formula of lift force depends on
five nondimensional quantities

F F a
H

y
H

z
H

W
H U H

F y zL
f max

AR








   , , , , , , , , *, *, ,Re1 1 1




(3)

The κ determines the shear difference that the particle

stretches over and the disturbance on the basic flow caused
by the finite-size effect of the particle. The Re reflects the
intensity of inertial nonlinearity of the undisturbed flow. The
channel with an AR that deviates from the unity leads to a
plug velocity profile along the long channel axis, which
largely modifies the lift force distribution.42 A particle located
at different lateral positions (y*, z*) will experience different
hydrodynamic forces from the ambient flow that changes the
lift force in magnitude or direction.

The governing equations (incompressible N–S equations
for fluid flow and Newton's second law of motion for particle
migration) are numerically solved on structured overlapping
grids in the Overture C++ framework.59 The no-slip wall
boundary conditions are imposed on the channel walls and
the surface of the particle. The Poiseuille-flow velocity profile
for a rectangular cross-section is imposed on the inlet and
fully developed flow conditions are imposed on the outlet. A
second-order Adams predictor–corrector method is used for
time stepping in solving the incompressible N–S equations.60

The Poisson equation for pressure is implicitly solved to
obtain vanishing divergence. The linear system derived from
the pressure equation is iteratively solved using the stabilized
bi-conjugate gradient method (BiCG-Stab) with the incom-
plete LU preconditioner (ILU). The solving process is done by
using the PETSc software package that has an interface to the
overture framework.61 The elliptic type pressure equation is
efficiently solved on the overlapping grid using the multigrid
method. A more detailed procedure is given in sect. S1 of the ESI.†

Calculation of the lift force

To obtain the lift force at a certain lateral position in the
channel, the particle is constrained to a line parallel to the
mainstream (x-axis) with its lateral motion suppressed while
the particle is allowed to freely rotate. The particle is static at
the beginning of the simulation, and subsequently moves
under the hydrodynamic forces and torques. When the trans-
lational and rotational motions both reach steady states, the
lateral components (Fy and Fz) of the hydrodynamic force
1170 | Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1168–1177
acting on the particle are calculated as the lift force. This
method has been previously used to obtain the lift force.28,41,42

By varying the lateral position and repeating the above proce-
dures, we obtain the spatial distribution of the lift force,
from which the equilibrium position and its stability can be
determined.

Our simulation is validated by comparing our numerical
results with the results from the existing work. Yang et al.
conducted constrained simulation for a case of a sphere in a
tube using the ALE code and the DLM code.41 The sphere is
neutrally buoyant with κ = 0.15 and Re = 100. Our calculated
lift forces agree well with Yang et al.'s results (Fig. S1†). We
further test the grid independency by comparing the results
of the above case using three grid resolution levels (Fig. S1†).
The grid resolution is measured in the ratio of the size of the
background grid Δx to the sphere diameter a. The very small
difference among the results of the different grid resolutions
indicates that the grid with Δx/a = 0.1 is adequate and thus
employed through the present simulations.

Experiments

All the microchannels are 50 μm high and 60 mm long, with
one inlet and one outlet. The entrance length required for a
developed velocity profile is insignificant compared to the
whole channel length (see sect. S2 in the ESI†). To study the
effects of AR, we use four different widths of 50, 100, 200 and
300 μm, corresponding to four AR values of 1, 2, 4 and 6,
respectively. The suspensions of 15 μm (green) and 5 μm
(red) fluorescent polystyrene microspheres (Phosphorex Inc.,
USA) are diluted in deionized water to 106 particles mL−1. To
prevent particle aggregation, surfactant Tween 20 is added
into the suspensions at 0.1 w/v%.

Liquid with polystyrene particles is injected into the
straight microchannels using a syringe pump (Pump 11 Elite,
Harvard Apparatus, USA). The flow rate is precisely adjusted
by changing the parameters of the pump. The chip
containing the microchannel is mounted onto the stage of a
Leica DMI 6000 microscope (Leica Microsystems, Germany).
Fluorescence streak images are taken by a CCD camera with
an exposure time of 5 s. The images are taken at 60 mm from
the inlet in a top view.

The microfluidic device is fabricated by the standard soft-
lithography technique.15,20 The master mold is created on a
silicon substrate mold by exposing the photoresist SU-8. After
being peeled off from the mold, the polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) slab is punched through to make ports at the inlet
and outlet. The plastic tubes with a small amount of glue at
their ends are inserted through the inlet and outlet ports. In
contrast to the traditional procedure, a second layer of
uncured PDMS is poured on the chip to cover the intercon-
nection and the whole chip is baked in an oven at 80 °C for
2 h. This step makes the tubing interconnection sustain
much higher pressure than traditional ones do.62 The PDMS
slab is treated with oxygen plasma and then bonded to a
glass substrate (25 mm × 75 mm). Finally the assembled
device is cured at 70 °C for 30 min to enhance bonding.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Results and discussion
Stabilization of the equilibrium at the short wall center

We numerically and experimentally study the focusing pat-
terns of the particles with κ = 0.1 and 0.3 in a microchannel
with AR = 2 at Re = 100 and 200 (Fig. 2). The lift force vectors
are plotted for a quarter of the channel cross-section and the
equilibrium positions are marked with circles. There are four
equilibrium positions (where the lift forces vanish along both
axes) centered at the four channel walls. For simplicity, the
two equilibrium positions centered at the long walls are
termed as long-wall-center equilibria (LWCE), and the other
two centered at the short walls are termed as short-wall-
center equilibria (SWCE).

To determine the stability of the equilibrium positions, we
take a look at the lift force profile along both the long and
the short axes crossing the equilibrium positions (Fig. 2e–h).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015

Fig. 2 The inertial lift distribution and fluorescence images of particle d
numerically calculated for a quarter of the channel cross-section and sho
Re = 100 (a, c) and 200 (b, d). In these vector plots, the solid-line circles in
unstable equilibrium positions. In the experimental images, fluorescent par
are flowing in a 100 μm wide × 50 μm high microchannel. The lift force pr
short-wall-center equilibrium position (SWCE) and the long (g) and the sh
The equilibrium positions are marked with black stars.
The positive lift force is directed towards the channel wall
while the negative lift force is directed towards the channel
center. The stability of the equilibrium is determined by the
slope of the lift-coordinate curve at the equilibrium position
(marked with black stars in Fig. 2e–h). The negative slope
indicates a stable equilibrium because the particle will be
pushed back to the equilibrium position once it is disturbed
away from the position; on the contrary, the positive slope
indicates an unstable equilibrium. The slopes along both axes
around the LWCE are negative for all the cases (Fig. 2g–h),
indicating that LWCE is stable and thus particles will focus at
the centers of the long walls. This is consistent with the
corresponding experimental observation of the middle streak
in the top view for all the conditions (Fig. 2a–d).

In contrast to the LWCE, the SWCE is conditionally stable.
For κ = 0.3, the SWCE is sub-stable (the equilibrium is stable
only along the long axis.) at Re = 100 and becomes stable at
Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1168–1177 | 1171

istribution in microchannels with AR = 2. The inertial lift forces are
wn in the vector plots for particles with κ = 0.3 (a, b) and 0.1 (c, d) at
dicate stable equilibrium positions and the dashed-line circles indicate
ticles with diameters of 15 μm (κ = 0.3, green) and 5 μm (κ = 0.1, red)
ofiles are calculated for the long (e) and the short (f) axes crossing the
ort (h) axes crossing the long-wall-center equilibrium position (LWCE).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c4lc01216j


Fig. 4 The short-wall-center equilibrium positions (SWCE) shift
towards the wall and tend to be stable with increasing Re. The solid
marks indicate stable equilibrium positions, whereas the open marks
indicate sub-stable equilibrium positions.
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Re = 200 (Fig. 2e–f). The stabilization of the SWCE at Re =
200 is related to the reversal of sign for the slope along the
short axis (Fig. 2f). To explain the reversal of sign, we take a
look at the lift forces along the short axes Fy at various
nondimensional coordinates 2z/H (Fig. 3). The lift forces on
the short axis change little with 2z/H and the slopes are posi-
tive on the long main axis (2y/H = 0) near the center of the
channel (2z/H = 0–1.2), indicating that no stable equilibrium
forms near the channel center. When the particle moves
close to the short wall (2z/H = 1.2–1.55), the lift forces largely
change with increasing 2z/H and the slopes become negative
on the long main axis, resulting in stable SWCE. The equilib-
rium position shifts toward the wall as Re increases.5,22,23,25

The SWCE for κ = 0.3 is at 2z/H = 1.49 and 1.55 for Re = 100
and 200, respectively (marked with black stars in Fig. 2e).
The tendency toward the short wall at higher Re makes the
SWCE lie at the negative-slope region and thus become sta-
ble. Under similar geometrical conditions, Prohm et al.63

(AR = 2, κ = 0.4) and Gossett et al.28 (AR = 2, κ = 0.25) did not
report stable SWCE, probably because the Re in their simula-
tion (Re ~ 10) was not high enough for obtaining stable
SWCE (note that stable SWCE for AR = 2 and κ = 0.3 begins
to be observed when Re ≈ 200 in the present study).

Compared to the κ = 0.3 particles, the SWCE of the κ = 0.1
particles is stable at Re = 100 and 200 (Fig. 2e–f). The κ = 0.1
particles are closer to the channel walls than the κ = 0.3
particles at the same Re, and thus they always stay at the
negative-slope region, resulting in stable SWCE. Fig. 4 shows
the location and the stability of the SWCE for a wide parame-
ter space (κ = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3, and Re = 30, 60, 100, 200 and
300). The results reveal the general dependence of SWCE sta-
bility on κ and Re: (1) the stabilization of SWCE occurs at Re
higher than the critical value for every fixed κ, and (2) the
critical Re increases with κ. This is because larger particles
(larger κ) obtain equilibrium farther from the short wall, and
thus the larger particles lie at the negative-slope region at
higher Re.
Multiple equilibrium positions near the long wall at high
Reynolds numbers

In this part, we will show that stable equilibrium positions
will occur near the long channel walls in addition to the
1172 | Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1168–1177

Fig. 3 The lift force profiles for particles with κ = 0.3 on short axes at
various nondimensional coordinates 2z/H in a channel with AR = 2.
LWCE, which is related to the dramatic change of the lift
force profile with increasing Re. The simulation conditions
are κ = 0.3, AR = 4 and Re = 50–300. Instead of calculating lift
forces for the whole cross-section, the equilibrium positions
of particles are determined by the lift force profile along the
long axis at certain 2y/H. We first explain the reason for this
simplification and then show how the change of the lift force
profile leads to multiple equilibria and the underlying
mechanism.

Fig. 5 shows that the Fy profile changes little in most part
of the microchannel unless the particle is very close to the
short wall and a stable equilibrium is obtained at nearly the
same 2y/H. The flow in the middle part of the channel with
high AR is similar to a planar Poiseuille flow. The approxima-
tion of the planar Poiseuille flow is valid in 80% of the chan-
nel width for AR = 4. Therefore, it is reasonable and computa-
tionally economical to determine the final focusing position
from the lift profile on the long axis rather than to calculate
the lift forces for the entire cross-section.

On the long axis crossing the equilibrium position, Fz is a
monotonically decreasing function of z and is negative on the
entire axis at Re = 50. Such a lift force profile results in the
focusing at the centers of the long walls (LWCE). However,
the lift profile dramatically changes with increasing Re and
the lift curve is no longer monotonic (Fig. 6). Between the
center and the wall, the lift forces remarkably increase in
magnitude with increasing Re from 100 to 300, and form a
second negative slope on the lift curve. At Re = 300, the sign
for the lift force reverses into positive around 2z/H = 3.4, leading
to a stable equilibrium position between the positive peak and
the wall.

The inertia of the high Re flow is responsible for the rever-
sal of the sign for the lift force. The inviscid effect becomes
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 6 The lift force profiles for κ = 0.3 particles in a channel with
AR = 4 at various Re values ranging from 50 to 300. The lift force
profiles dramatically change with increasing Re. The 2y/H values for
the case of Re = 50, 100, 200 and 300 are 0.46, 0.48, 0.52 and 0.55,
respectively (see Fig. S2 in the ESI†).

Fig. 7 The contour plot of the nondimensional pressure coefficient on
the particle (κ = 0.3) surface with its center located at 2z/H = 3.5 and
2y/H = 0.55 for Re = 50 (a, b) and Re = 300 (c, d).

Fig. 5 The lift force profiles for κ = 0.3 particles on short axes at
various nondimensional coordinates 2z/H in a channel with AR = 4.
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more important near the wall with increasing Re. The fluid
between the particle and the wall is accelerated and thus
leads to a Bernoulli-like effect, i.e., low pressure at the wall
side of the particle.64 Pressure force dominates over the
viscous force in the lateral migration of particles.47,65,66 Fig. 7
shows the pressure distribution on the surface of a sphere
centered at 2z/H = 3.5 and 2y/H = 0.55 for Re = 50 and 300 in
a microchannel with AR = 4. The nondimensional pressure
coefficient is defined as Cp = (p − p∞)/Ĳ0.5ρfUmax

2κ2). There
are four distinguished points on the sphere surface, two max-
ima at the windward side and two minima at the leeward
side (in the reference frame fixed with the particle center)
(see Fig. S3 in the ESI†). The pressure distribution becomes
more asymmetrical for Re = 300 than that for Re = 50. The
low-pressure region is much larger at the leeward side for
Re = 300 because of the strong fluid inertia. The low pressure
sucks the particle towards the side where it lies, whereas the
high pressure pushes the particle away from the side where it
lies. With increasing Re, the high-pressure regions slightly
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
shrink and shift to the points that have larger angles with
the z-axis, which makes the push effect less significant. The
low-pressure regions at both the wall side and the center side
expand, and these expand much more at the wall side, which
leads to the net lift force in favor of the toward-wall motion
for Re = 300.

Particle trajectories

Using the lift forces from DNS, we numerically predict the
motion of particles starting at various positions in the cross-
section (Fig. 8). The trajectories are derived from the integra-
tion of force balance based on Newton's second law of motion,

m
u
t

F F Fp
p

D L V

d
d

   (4)

where FD is the drag force, FL is the lift force, and FV is the vir-
tual mass force that accelerate the surrounding fluid. More
details can be found in our previous work.12,13

We highlight two points about the particle migration
drawn from the particle trajectories. First, the final equilib-
rium positions of particles depend on their initial positions.
There is a separatrix that divides the cross-section into two
parts. Particles starting between the separatrix and the
nearest short wall will migrate to the SWCE, whereas parti-
cles starting at the other part of the cross-section will migrate
Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1168–1177 | 1173
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Fig. 8 The particle trajectories (blue lines) in a channel with AR = 2. The solid-line circles donate stable equilibrium positions and the dashed-line
circles donate unstable equilibrium positions. The small black full circles are put on the trajectories every 200 nondimensional time units. The
green dashed line is the separatrix dividing the cross-section into two parts, from which the particle starts which will focus at different equilibrium
positions. The results for particles with κ = 0.3 (a, b) and κ = 0.1 (c, d) at Re = 100 (a, c) and 200 (b, d) are shown.
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to the LWCE. The particles do not migrate straight to the
wall, but with an incline to the other orthogonal wall. This is
because the orthogonal wall also introduces the Poiseuille
velocity profile and therefore the orthogonal component of
the lift makes the particle move away from the straight path.

Second, the migration towards the equilibrium position is
a two-step process. Particles predominately migrate away
from the channel center and the walls, and therefore form a
rectangular ring. The particles then migrate along the chan-
nel perimetric direction and finally focus at discrete equilib-
rium positions. The first step occurs much faster than the
second step. The trajectories are marked by full circles every
200 nondimensional time units t/t*Ĳt* = Ĳa/Umax)Ĳ6 μm/a)4) to
give an intuitive idea on how fast the migration is. The first
step is similar to the inertial focusing into an annulus in a
tube, dominated by the balance between the shear gradient
force Fs and the wall effect Fw. After the two forces cancel
each other out, rotational force FΩ dominates the perimetric
migration.67 Since FΩ is much weaker than Fs and Fw, the sec-
ond step occurs slowly.57,68 The numerical results are consis-
tent with the recent experimental observations of two-stage
migration.16,57

Lift force profile along the long main axis

The velocity profile along the long main axis tends to be
plug-like in high AR channels. The reduced velocity curvature
near the center can result in the change of lift forces in mag-
nitude or direction. We calculate the lift profile on the long
main axis for AR = 2–6, κ = 0.2–0.8 and Re = 200.

We categorize the lift curve on the long main axis by the
number of negative slope since it is in favor of stable
1174 | Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1168–1177
equilibrium. One type is concave downwards in the entire
line with only one negative slope that is located between the
positive peak and the wall, which can be well predicted by
the traditional model: the balance between the shear-
gradient lift and the wall effect. The second type has two neg-
ative slopes at the near-center region and the near-wall
region, respectively. Fig. 9 shows the dependence of the lift
curve type on AR and κ. There is a separatrix dividing the
AR–κ map into two parts. Under the conditions at the lower
left of the separatrix, the lift curve has one negative slope.
Under the conditions at the upper right, the lift curve has
two negative slopes. Our numerical results reveal that when
AR is fixed, the negative slope near the channel center occurs
when κ exceeds a certain critical value, and the critical κ

decreases with increasing AR.
The negative slope near the channel center is due to the

sign reversal of the previously positive lift force, which can be
attributed to the finite size effect of particles. Neutrally buoy-
ant particles with finite size can slightly lag behind the ambi-
ent flow.41,47 The lift forces tend to push the particle to the
channel center when the particle lags behind the ambient
fluid.37,47,69 The difference between the undisturbed flow
velocity at the particle center and the particle velocity is
termed as slip velocity, which scales as Umaxκ

2 (ref. 70). In
contrast to a small particle (κ ≪ 1) with vanishing slip veloc-
ity, a finite size particle has an observable slip velocity that
increases with the particle size. Therefore, the negative slope
near the channel center tends to occur for high κ. The shear
gradient effect is eliminated near the channel center due to
the diminished curvature in high AR channels, which is in
favor of negative lift forces. Consequently, the lift force due
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 9 The dependence of the patterns of lift force profiles along the
long main axis on κ and AR at Re = 200.
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to the slip velocity easily overcomes the weak wall-direct
shear gradient effect and thus leads to the negative slope
near the channel center in channels with higher AR. There-
fore, the critical κ decreases with increasing AR.
Fig. 10 Fluorescence images taken at the 60 mm downstream of the
inlet in the top view showing the focusing behaviors of 5 μm (red) and
15 μm (green) particles under various flow rates for AR = 1 (a), AR = 2 (b),
AR = 4 (c) and AR = 6 (d).
Experimental validation and a design criterion

The focusing behaviors of particles with diameters of 5 μm
and 15 μm (κ = 0.1 and 0.3, respectively) are experimentally
observed in microchannels with AR values of 1, 2, 4 and 6
under various flow rates corresponding to 30 ≤ Re ≤ 468.

In square microchannels, the particles focus at the four
equilibrium positions centered at the channel walls for every
investigated Re (117 ≤ Re ≤ 468) (Fig. 10(a)), which is consis-
tent with previous observations at Re ~ 100.45,67 A very recent
experiment by Lim et al. showed the focusing of κ = 0.1 parti-
cles at the four channel corners at Re = 1400 in epoxy-based
microchannels. The focusing at the channel corners is not
observed in the present study, because this focusing pattern
only occurs at a very high Re.

In high AR (AR ≥ 2) microchannels, the focusing behav-
iors are dependent on Re in a complicated manner. When Re
is near the low limit of our experiments, the 15 μm particles
focus at the centers of the long walls, in agreement with the
present numerical prediction. When the flow rate reaches
40 mL h−1 (Re = 220), a small part of the particles focus near
the side walls. The corresponding image shows two barely
visible streaks near the side walls. When the flow rate
exceeds 60 mL h−1 (Re = 330), more particles focus near the
side walls. The emergence of side streaks arises from the
equilibrium turning stable at higher Re, which is consistent
with the above discussion. The 5 μm particles form a wide
band in the middle of the microchannel when the flow rate
is 20 mL h−1 (Re = 110). There is a tendency to achieve a
narrower middle streak and two side streaks (like the 15 μm
particles do) as the Re increases. The reason of the insuffi-
cient focusing of the 5 μm particles within the fixed channel
length is that the lift forces acting on them are too weak,
since the inertial lift force scales as FL ∝ a4. In contrast to
the 15 μm particles, 5 μm particles form two side streaks
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
near the side walls for every investigated Re, which is again
consistent with our prediction. The reduction of the equilib-
rium number in rectangular microchannels is achieved when
Re is below the critical value.

In microchannels with AR = 4 and 6, the focusing behav-
iors of particles cannot be predicted by simply stretching the
results of microchannels with AR = 2. For the lowest Re, the
15 μm particles focus into a narrow streak in the micro-
channel with AR = 4. At a higher Re, however, the 15 μm par-
ticles form two streaks located symmetrically at the channel
centerline, which is always different from the existence of the
middle streak when AR = 2. The two streaks are closer to the
side walls with increasing flow rates. When the flow rate is
120 mL h−1 (Re = 296), the two streaks are very close to the
side walls. The transformation of the particle's focusing
behaviors is consistent with the calculated lift profile along
Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1168–1177 | 1175
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the axis crossing the equilibrium position (Fig. 6). The 5 μm
particles form a wide band in the middle of the micro-
channels with AR = 4 and 6 for every investigated Re. More
particles migrate to the edges of the wide band with increas-
ing Re, indicating a tendency to form two symmetrical
streaks like 15 μm particles.

High AR microchannels can reduce the number of equilib-
rium positions (two equilibrium positions centered at the
long walls) compared to square microchannels (four centered
at the channel walls). However, the number of stable equilib-
rium positions will increase when Re exceeds a certain criti-
cal value. The critical Re is a function of AR and κ. For small κ,
the short-wall equilibrium emerges at lower Re. In micro-
channels with higher AR, the plug-like velocity profile makes
the lift profile likely to form multiple stable equilibrium.
Therefore, we use a tentative parameter AR/κ to evaluate the
accessibility of a reduced number of equilibrium positions.
Using the experimental results from previous studies and
ours, the critical Re is determined as Rec = 697ĲAR/κ)−0.79

(4.5 ≤ AR/κ ≤ 60, 5 ≤ Re ≤ 660) (Fig. 11). Therefore, we can
eliminate the inconsistency of different focusing positions
reported by previous studies on rectangular microchannels.
For example, in Bhagat et al.'s experiments, AR/κ is obviously
higher than that used in other studies; therefore it is easier
for them to observe more than two equilibrium positions at
Re > Rec, whereas many other researchers use a relatively
low value of AR/κ and thus high Re is needed to obtain addi-
tional equilibrium positions.

Conclusions

In the present work, we investigate the number and the loca-
tions of the equilibrium positions in a wide parameter space
using DNS and experiments. In contrast to the traditional
1176 | Lab Chip, 2015, 15, 1168–1177

Fig. 11 The dependence of particle focusing patterns on AR, κ and Re.
Focusing into one streak at the channel midline in the top view
(focusing at the centers of the long walls) corresponds to squares, and
focusing into multiple streaks or no focusing corresponds to triangles.
Open marks are results from the present study and filled marks are
those from the existing studies.8,21,28,42,43,67,71–73
knowledge of focusing at the centers of the long walls, we
numerically demonstrate new stable equilibrium positions in
a rectangular channel, which is validated by experimental
observation. The new stable equilibrium positions can occur
by two mechanisms: 1) the stabilization of the originally
unstable or sub-stable equilibrium positions near the centers
of the short wall by the increasing Re, and 2) the emergence
of new stable equilibrium positions due to the attractive lift
forces near the long wall at a high Re, which is a Bernoulli-
type effect. With the same AR, the critical Re to obtain the
new stable equilibrium positions decreases with the particle
size κ, and the critical Re also decreases with AR for fixed κ.

In practice, both the reduction of equilibrium positions
and the high throughput are desirable for the inertial micro-
fluidic applications. However, the present study indicates
that the focusing performance can degrade if the flow rate is
too high. Based on the numerical calculations and experi-
mental data, we propose a critical Rec = 697ĲAR/κ) for good
focusing at a high throughput.
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